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Abstract. This paper presents two novel web-based applications for disseminating 
climate change adaptation related information. (i) The MEDIATION Adaptation 
Platform, one of the core outputs of the European FP7 research project 
MEDIATION (Methodology for Effective Decision-making on Impacts and  
AdaptaTION), offers a set of decision trees that can be browsed graphically to 
navigate over adaptation challenges and available types of methods for addressing 
them. This framework is interlinked both with a Toolbox and a set of case study 
descriptions. (ii) ci:grasp-2, the successor of the BMU-funded Climate Impacts: 
Global and Regional Adaptation Support Platform (ci:grasp), provides access to a 
growing pool of global and regional information on climate stimuli and impacts, as 
well as on adaptation projects. The paper identifies central user tasks for both  
applications and presents interaction metaphors that have been chosen to support 
users in fulfilling these tasks.  
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1 Introduction 

Efficient communication of the scientific understanding of anthropogenic climate 
change is a prerequisite to induce the necessary shifts towards mitigation and adapta-
tion. Against the background that such communication faces a multitude of challenges 
(e.g., [1-2]), web-based information systems hold some promise to facilitate the  
necessary dissemination of scientific information and to lower access barriers.  
However, designing effective information systems in the context of climate change is 
not a straightforward exercise due to two complimentary sets of challenges.  

On the one hand, the information to be taken into account is of high complexity, 
ranging from climate change impacts and vulnerability to available adaptation op-
tions. In addition, existing case studies on climate change impacts, vulnerability and 
adaptation use different terminology and focus on different aspects of adaptation  
[3], which further impedes information usage. E.g., considerable work has been  
done to systematically characterize adaptation to climate change (e.g., [4]), including 
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definition of frameworks for assessing adaptation (e.g., [5-6]), as well as towards 
systematic analyses (e.g., [7]) or ranking of available adaptation options (e.g., [8]). 
However, besides some agreement on the broad categories we are noticing the  
absence of a common classification scheme for adaptation options. The variety of 
approaches to classify adaptation originates from the inherent complexity of the field 
and is further complicated by the specifics of the various sectors that need to adapt to 
climate change. The lack of a consistently used classification scheme is not only  
reflected in the literature, but also in the variety of web based applications aiming to 
provide access to adaptation related information.  

On the other hand, designing interactive climate change information supply sys-
tems faces various user interface (UI) challenges, ranging from general UI challenges 
(e.g., [9-10]) over challenges of web-based applications (e.g., [11-12]) to challenges 
related to the use of interactive maps. The latter are increasingly used to depict  
climate change related information. However, web-based interactive maps in general 
come with own usability challenges (e.g., [13]), and using maps for climate (change) 
communication is as well not always straightforward (e.g., [14-15]). As today there 
are no established standards on how to design interactive web-based applications for 
complex climate change and adaptation related information [16], and current web-
based climate change information applications are not free of usability problems [17]. 

In the remainder of this paper, we present central user tasks and interaction meta-
phors for the MEDIATION Adaptation Platform and for ci:grasp-2, two web-based 
applications to be launched in 2013 that each tackle different aspects of the complex 
overall adaptation information supply challenge. Section 2 briefly introduces the 
background of both applications. Section 3 then presents central user tasks and inter-
action metaphors for both applications, and Section 4 concludes the paper with a brief 
discussion of open challenges. 

2 Central User Tasks and Interaction Metaphors for the 
MEDIATION Adaptation Platform 

An increasing number of methods and tools from a diverse field of disciplines is  
being developed to provide answers to adaptation related questions. This emerging 
set, however, is complex and thus not easily accessible in a systematic manner. It is 
the aim of the web-based MEDIATION Adaptation Platform1 for climate change 
adaptation methods and tools to aid users in disentangling it. To this end the 
MEDIATION Adaptation Platform builds on other core outputs of the MEDIATION 
project: a diagnostic framework for problem-oriented adaptation research, bringing 
together insights generated from different perspectives on adaptation into one coher-
ent framework [18], and a Toolbox. In addition, a diverse set of case studies is made 
available to serve as illustrative examples of identifying and selecting salient methods 
and tools in adaptation research. The diagnostic framework as well as the 
MEDIATION Adaptation Platform provide generic methodological guidance appli-
cable across sectors, regions and hazards for addressing vulnerability, impacts and 
                                                           
1 http://www.mediation-project.eu/platform/ 
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adaptation and do not aim at providing sector or regionally specific information. The 
intended users are scientists, policy advisors or practitioners with a technical or scien-
tific background; the platform is not built for untrained decision-makers or the general 
public. 

The diagnostic framework is structured along five stages: (i) assessing vulnerabil-
ity (impacts & capacity); (ii) identifying adaptation measures; (iii) appraising adapta-
tion options; (iv) implementing adaptation actions; and (v) monitoring and evaluation. 
It defines a set of decision trees based on empirical and theoretical criteria to support 
analysts in identifying salient adaptation challenges and choosing appropriate meth-
ods to address them. The aim of the MEDIATION Adaptation Platform is to enable 
interactive access to this framework and efficiently interlink it with Toolbox and case 
study information; an intuitive and flexible navigation over the decision trees is thus 
one of the application’s core user tasks.  

 

Fig. 1. Adaptation Pathfinder: Screenshot showing the sub decision tree for formal decision-
making methods 

To enable access to the diagnostic framework, the application provides the Adapta-
tion Pathfinder. All decision trees are made available to the user in form of interactive 
graphic representations (Fig. 1). Due to spatial limitations and to reduce complexity, 
the trees are separated into and provided as set of sub-trees. By clicking a tree node, 
the user either (i) views available information related to the specific methodological 
choice or approach represented by this node, or (ii) navigates up or down in the  
overall decision tree structure.  

To support user orientation, a combination of feedback mechanisms is applied. A 
popover indicating a node’s content can be obtained by moving the mouse over the 
graphical representation of any node. A dynamically updated criteria checklist (Fig. 1, 
right hand) is displayed to permanently offer an overview on the choices that have led 
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to the currently selected node. An additional overview diagram at the top right of the 
page provides further orientation aid by depicting the overall framework structure and 
indicating the currently selected section within this structure (Fig. 1, top right). To 
accommodate for different interaction preferences, the Adaptation Pathfinder offers 
further redundant navigation mechanisms: the trees can be alternatively browsed  
using answer-buttons available above the graphical representation of the trees (Fig. 1 
top); in addition, shortcut lists to select a specific approach are offered. Importantly, 
the Adaptation Pathfinder does not prescribe any sequential access order, rather, the 
user can select any of the 5 stages as entry point and navigate subsequently to any 
sub-decision tree to focus on content of interest.  

 

 

Fig. 2. Case Study Navigator showing a MEDIATION case study [19] on the effect of climate 
change on forest fires in Europe (screenshot) 

Within the MEDIATION project, a diverse set of case studies has been conducted 
and informed the development of the diagnostic framework. Based on this, the 
MEDIATION Adaptation Platform applies a novel concept in providing access to 
case study information. All case studies have been broken down into a set of steps 
according to the diagnostic framework, with each step describing the respective ques-
tion addressed, the method applied, and the results achieved.  

To enable the user to flexibly browse these steps, the Case Study Navigator has 
been developed. Utilizing a somewhat similar interaction metaphor as applied in the 
Adaptation Pathfinder, interactive graphical representations are used to both depict 
the step structure of a case study and to allow selecting any step by clicking on its 
graphical representation (see Fig. 2).  

A third central user task relates to integrated navigation over the three main  
sections of the MEDIATION Adaptation Platform (Adaptation Pathfinder, Case 
Study Navigator, Toolbox). To this end, while browsing through any of these three 
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main sections, the user needs to be effectively supported in identifying related content 
within the other two. E.g., having selected a specific approach in the Adaptation  
Pathfinder, the user should be able to easily identify those case study steps that have 
applied this approach, as well as Toolbox entries related to this approach, and vice 
versa.  

a  

 

b 

 

Fig. 3. Interlinking of and switching between main content sections using link boxes: (a) Adap-
tation Pathfinder with link box for accessing toolbox entries (b) Toolbox page with link box to 
related nodes in the Adaptation Pathfinder (screenshot details) 

To support the user in fulfilling this task, the platform interlinks its three main  
sections logically in form of a triangle. To this end a tagging scheme is applied that 
interlinks the content elements of each main section with respective content elements 
of the other two. Link boxes are then derived and displayed in each main section to 
enable navigation to the related content elements of the respective other two main 
sections (Fig. 3 depicts an example for interlinking Adaptation Pathfinder and  
Toolbox entries). Further link boxes point to external content, enabling the user to 
additionally access related information as well as training material in the weADAPT2 
platform. 

3 Central User Tasks and Interaction Metaphors for ci:grasp-2 

The web-based Climate Impacts: Global and Regional Adaptation Support Platform 
(ci:grasp)3 has been initiated by the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research 
(PIK) and the German Agency for International Cooperation (GIZ) in a project 
funded by the Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and  

                                                           
2 http://weadapt.org/ 
3 http://www.pik-potsdam.de/cigrasp-2/ 
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Nuclear Safety4 . ci:grasp performs as a climate information service and aims at  
providing sound knowledge on current and projected climate stimuli and climate im-
pacts, as well as on adaptation options, and to integrate both global and regional in-
formation on climate change. It aims to support decision makers in developing and 
emerging countries to prioritise adaptation needs, and to plan and implement appro-
priate adaptation measures. ci:grasp-2 is the successor of this application and provides 
both extended content and enhanced functionalities. Core features include content 
organisation based on cause-effect-relations (impact chains), support for interactive 
visual representations of multidimensional spatio-temporal data, and a module  
specifically addressing the representation of city related research results. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Example of the interactive graphical representation of an impact chain for meteorologi-
cal drought in ci:grasp-2 (screenshot) 

ci:grasp-2 provides the user with information on a diverse set on climate change sti-
muli and impact as well as on adaptation projects. A central user task thus is efficient-
ly gaining an overview over this complex pool of content, in order to subsequently 
explore it. To aid the user in the first task, the application is structured based on  
impact chains, i.e. simplified cause-effect-relations demonstrating how a given cli-
mate stimulus propagates through a system of interest via direct and indirect impacts 
it entails. cigrasp-2 offers interactive graphical representations of impact chains as 
means to navigate over the content in a structured manner (Fig. 4). Colour coded 
nodes depict a climate stimulus together with its potential impacts, as well as poten-
tially affected livelihood conditions. By clicking the graphical representation of any 
node in this graphical representation the user gains immediate access to respective 
descriptions as well as to an overview on available content, covering respective  
                                                           
4 Bundesministerium für Umwelt, Naturschutz und Reaktorsicherheit (BMU). 
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stimulus or impact maps as well as related entries from a database of adaptation 
projects. 

To provide a vivid overview on the latter, an interactive pie chart diagram displays 
the sectoral distribution of available adaptation projects related to a currently selected 
stimulus or impact (Fig. 4, bottom right). By clicking the diagram segments the user 
obtains a sortable result table providing a more detailed overview on the currently 
selected projects by title, location, approach and scale. This overview can then  
be used to access the detailed descriptions for every project, as well as adjusted by 
applying different filter criteria. Exploration of the available map content is supported 
by the impact chains in a similar manner. For each stimulus or impact selected, an 
overview over available related maps is provided; any of these entries can then be 
selected to be displayed in ci:grasp-2’s interactive map viewer. Here, the user can 
subsequently zoom and pan to areas of interest as well as select different maps by 
applying the map viewer’s filter functionality. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Multi-map viewer showing temperature difference projections for four time slices for 
SRES A1B generated by ECHAM5 (screenshot detail) 

De facto standards for interactive selecting of map content to be subsequently  
displayed on interactive maps can as today not be observed across different climate 
change information applications [16]. To support the user in selecting maps from a 
diverse pool of content, ci:grasp-2 utilizes a hierarchical multi-level set of dynami-
cally updated UI controls. Any selection in a control of a higher level (e.g., the spatial 
reference) updates the selection options made available in the subsequent dependent 
control (e.g., the variable to be displayed), which in turn updates the next level (e.g., 
GCM), etc. This mechanism ensures that only meaningful attribute combinations can 
be selected by the user and prevents ending up with 'empty' filter results. The concept 
is applied both for a central map viewer providing access to ci:grasp-2’s overall map 
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pool, and for a set of further map viewers tailored to support accessing multidimen-
sional information. The latter viewers combine a set of adjacent interactive maps in 
tabular form such that the user can jointly display characteristics of various user se-
lectable dimensions (e.g., different GCMs, scenarios, or temporal references; Fig. 5). 
The maps are coupled such that any zooming or panning interaction with one of the 
maps directly triggers all remaining maps to adjust accordingly, so that defining an 
identical spatial reference for the complete set of maps is greatly facilitated. ci:grasp-2 
uses this multi-map approach to represent, e.g., climate projections for AR4 and AR5 
scenarios and impact projections from the ISI-MIP project5. 

 

 

Fig. 6. Example of a tailored content viewer from ci:grasp-2’s city module: Data explorer for 
results on the global potential of local peri-urban food production [20], allowing to compare 
peri-urban agriculture and projected carrying capacity for a global set of cities (screenshot) 

A further core user task for ci:grasp-2 relates to flexible and intuitive exploration 
of a growing and necessary diverse set of research results and datasets on a variety of 
themes and scales. Themes to be made available comprise the transitions of dietary 
patterns and associated GHG emissions [21], a set of city related studies, e.g. on ur-
ban livelihood vulnerability under rapid coastal city growth [22], on city heat island 
effects [23], or the influence of adaptation measures during extreme heat events [24], 
as well as results related to adaptation to sea-level rise of the agricultural sector in 
Indonesia [25], a human development framework for CO2 reductions [26], Climate 
impacts on livelihood conditions [27] or an integrated transferable climate change 
vulnerability assessment [28]. To accommodate this high degree of content diversity, 
ci:grasp-2 refrains from a one-size-fits-all content exploration approach (which would 
have been desirable for the sake of simplicity, but would have come with the down-

                                                           
5 Inter-Sectoral Impact Model Intercomparison Project; http://www.isi-mip.org/ 
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side of restricted filter, representation, and comparison options for individual content 
subsets). Instead, the application incorporates an extensible set of tailored content 
viewers to display specific thematic subsets, e.g., to explore content subsections of a 
city module (see Fig. 6 for an example). The viewers are built using common UI APIs 
for interactive maps and diagrams to provide common interaction metaphors. Where 
possible, consistent interaction metaphors are used across different viewers to  
increase usability and facilitate transfer of training.  

The concept of embedding an extensible set of tailored viewers allows for flexible 
integration of available results from climate change and adaptation research projects 
in an ongoing manner. Furthermore, already existing explorative tools developed 
within other projects can be included as well; an example for the latter is CATHY, a 
web-based Climate Assessment Tool for Hyderabad [29]. 

4 Discussion and Conclusions 

We have identified central user tasks as well as described the respective UI metaphors 
of two novel climate change adaptation related web-based information supply  
applications. It shows that such applications need to address a range of different user 
tasks, ranging from browsing a set of decision trees to identify adaptation related 
tasks and methods (MEDIATION Adaptation Platform), to navigation over a complex 
set of stimulus, impact, and adaptation information and the exploration of multi-
dimensional spatio-temporal datasets (ci:grasp-2). A universal challenge in designing 
appropriate interactive systems to fulfil such user tasks is the recurrent need for  
balancing between interface flexibility and complexity. 

Extending classical UI components by appropriate interactive graphical representa-
tions can aid the user in fulfilling such tasks. However, due to as yet missing UI  
standards in the climate change adaptation information context, careful testing during 
the development should be applied to ensure that selected interaction metaphors 
match users’ mental models. Repeated interface improvements and adjustments dur-
ing development based on obtained feedback are required and desirable. E.g., feed-
back gathered in an earlier user test during developing the MEDIATION Adaptation  
Platform showed that most users judged a graphical navigation through the decision 
trees attractive, but some got lost in the overall structure. This led to the inclusion of 
an additional overview diagram to indicate overall structure and current selected sec-
tion (Fig. 1, top right). After the diagram was included, it showed that some test users 
tried to click the nodes in this overview diagram, assuming that it could also be used 
for navigation. As a consequence, a next iteration included this interaction feature so 
that the overview diagram now provides additional 'short cuts' to the main stages and 
the main decision trees of the Adaptation Pathfinder.  

A specific challenge in designing appropriate information applications for scien-
tific content originates from the often required co-development of scientific content 
and information deploy application, due to the established approach of addressing 
scientific tasks within research projects with a restricted runtime. These temporal 
restrictions and hence the need for advancing both content and application in parallel 
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can lead to initial chicken-and-egg situations between UI experts and domain experts 
until the required mutual understanding is achieved. A further challenge in this con-
text relates to sustaining and updating the content of information supply applications 
after the respective research projects’ lifetime. 

Appropriate interactive web-based applications have the potential to greatly facili-
tate access to current knowledge on climate change and adaptation. However, further 
systematic research is needed to better understand which interaction approaches work 
best in this context, as well as the development of rigorous approaches to measure and 
evaluate the effectiveness of the envisaged information transfer from the scientific 
supply side to the demand side. 
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